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ABSTRACT

A full equilibrium model of local housing submarkets and their
interaction within a metropolitan market is used to simulate the effects
of several shocks and policies which impact on the supply or demand side
of the market.

The model consists of a set of econometrically-estimated

supply equations, augmented by a simple demand equation, a market adjustment equation, and a definition of market clearance.

The model predicts

changes from 1960 to 1970 in housing supplies by mode of supply and
structure type, as well as decade changes in demand, price and vacancies
for a set of 89 geographically-defined zones in the Boston metropolitan
area.
Interest is focused on the locational patterns of the impact,
especially as the simulated pattern contrasts with patterns which might
be predicted by a partial equilibrium approach which looked solely at
either supply or demand.

.

'; )

A Metropolitan Housing Market:
Locationa1 Impacts of Supply and Demand Shocks

In 1960, the average central city in th= United States seemed to
cross a threshold in an evolving role within its Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Area (SMSA), for in that year half the U.S. SMSA population
was within central cities, and half outside.

In 1950, central cities

contained 57% of SMSA residents; by 1970 they were to contain only 46%
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973, Table 34).

Inmost areas, central

city population continued to grow over the decade from 1960 to 1970,
but it did so more slowly than in the previous decade and more slowly
than had the population. of the rest of the SMSA.

Some of this decline

in the importance of central cities is to be expected because of eXpansion of SMSA borders over time, while central city jurisdictional lines
remain unchanged.

Some decline is also expected with the flattening of

density gradients which accompanies improved transportation and increasing
real incomes.. But full understanding of the process of change in
residential location patterns in metropolitan areas requires a geographically disaggregated model of the housing market.

And to consider

changes over the relatively long run, one needs a model that treats the
supply of housing and the demand for' housing both separately and simultaneously.
This paper is a first attempt to do that.

It augments a fairly

detailed model of housing supply with a simple demand equation and market clearing assumptions, and examines the simulated impacts of several
shocks or policies that act on the supply or demand side of the market.
The paper is intended, first, to indicate the importance of including
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TABLE 1
ECONOMETRIC ESTIMATES OF SUPPLY EQUATIONS

TOTAL NEW CONSTRUCTION
(Asymptotic standard errors in parentheses below estimated coefficients)
VACANT ACRES 60~PRICE
NEW TOTAL
= .120 + 0714
TOTAL60
(.0278)
(:0113) RESIDENTIAL ACRE~60 PRICE 60
_ .237
~MANUF ACRES
(.120) RESIDENTIAL ACRES 60

+ .• 262

OPEN
(1)

(.104)

_ 2.80 ~VACANT + e.
(1. 45) TOTAL 60
2
R = .4335
Standard error of the regression

=

.132

CONVERSION-RETIREMENT EQUATIONS
(Asymptotic standard errors in parentheses below estimated coefficients)
CONV SINGLE

=

34.2 + OLD SINGLE
60 [
(67.3)

-.217 + .191
(.0563) (.0955)
.0686
(.0840)

2
R

=

.7590

Standard error of the regression = 322.

60

PZ - 1.18

(.188)

DETER60 _ .000271 NEW TIGHT] + e.
TOTAL60
(.000156)

,;;'

~PRICE

PRICE

(2)

4

Table
co~rv

1--Con~in~ed.

bPRICE
MULTI = 82.4 + OLD MULTI 60
.293 - .345pRICE60
[.(.0438)(.0657)
(41.4)
_ 6.55 bVACANT
(.973) TQTAL 60

_ 1.06
(.0659)

DETER60
TOTAL 60
(3)

- .000166 NEW TIGHT] + UNZONED OLD
. (.0000812)
.

SINGLE60~'

.0230 + .0845 bPRICE + 10.8
[ (.0746)
(3.11)
(.131) PRICE 60

bVACANT ]
TOTAL 60 .

+ e·
2
R = .9078
Standard error of the

CONV APART

~egression

= 267.

= 77 •0 + OLD APART60
(29.9)

-

bVACANT ]
18.0 TOTAL
+ DETER APART60'
(3.16)
60

2.34 - 4.33
[ (.551)
(.719)

+
2

R

bPRICE
-.508 + .929
[ (.132)
(.171) PRICE 60

~ii~iE
. 60

e.

= .9323

Standard error of the regression = 236.

+ 29.5

~~~~~]

(7.88)·· 60

(4)
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Table 1--Continued.
NEW CONSTRUCTION STRUCTURE TYPE SHARES EQUATIONS
(Standard errors in parentheses below estimated coefficients)
~sm~E
TOTAL •

NEW

•958 PZ + UZ·
(.0425)

[
"
-.00278 SEWER + .392 VI
(.00111)

(.119)"

+ .618 V2 + .700 V3+ .799 V4"+ .828 V5
(.123)
+

(.109)

(.110)

.907 V6 + ".768 V7J + e.
(.0881)
(.0879)'

(.0854)
(5)

R2 .... 7921 "
Standard error of the regression'" .157.

:: .
~=

A~UZ·

[ .00276 SEWER + ".518V1 + .298 V2
(.00105)
(.112)" (.117)
.
"

+ .145 V3 + .130 V4 + ".0936 V5 + .0644 V6
(.103)
(.104)
(.0803)
(.0815)
+ .192 V7J + e.
(.0779) .
2
R

= .7770

Standard error of the regression = .149."

~~~_.

- - - - ----_._---~--...

_---- _._ ..._-

(6)
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Table l--Contintied.

MARKET ADJUSTMENT EQUATION
(Asymptotic standard errors in parentheses below estimated coefficients)

~~~

- (:~gfu)

+

~~i:o [(:~i~~) - (:~~m~)

~ (:~~:) ;~~:g

+

% REN1ER-OCC

(:~~~~~) pOP;~~~P50 J

+ e•
.. 2
. 6
R
.... 337

standard error of the regression = .00985.

eo
(7)
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The first equation models total new construction and the next three
predict net changes in the stocks of each structure type through
conversion-retirement.

These four are estimated using two-stage least

squares, treating decade price change and
variables.

lcancy change as endogenous

In addition, new construction per vacant acre enters the

first two conversion-retirement equations as an endogenous variable,
reflecting the likelihood of increased demolitions of existing units to
make room for new construction where vacant land is scarce.

Equations

(5) and (6) predict the structure type shares of new construction as a
function of exogenous variables alone.

The multi-family structure type

(two to four units per structure) is treated as the residual difference
between total new construction and the single-family and apartment unit
shares.

The final equation shown in Table 1 is. the market adjustment

equation which is introduced below.
The set of supply equations is thus six equations in eight unknowns
(endogenous variables):

changes in number of housing units through two

modes of supply by three structure types plus price change and vacancy
change.

To close the model, three equations are added, which include only

one additional endogenous variable, demand.
demand equation, a market clearing

The three equations are a

eq~·and

a market adjustment

equation, as follows:
:;.

tJ.V
86

-=
r·~

tJ.D
D6

. tJ.p

Co + cl~3 (P6)

-= a

O

+ a l (~P6

tJ.D • D6
tJ.S
tJ.V
D6 -=--86
86
86

+ II
M)

+ a#.l + 5

Market Adjustment

(7a)

Demand

(8)

Market Clearing

(9)
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where AD ia the change in nu1l1ber of housing units demanded
AS is the change in 1ilumber of housing units supplied

AV is the

chaqg~

in number of vacant housing units

(AV = 6.6 .. AD)
D6 is the total initial demand for housing units
86 is the total initial supply of housing units
AP
P6
is the percentage change in price

M is the metropolitan average percentage change in price
~3

Xl and

o and

l..l

are vectors of exogenous variables

aretandotndisturbances

the a's and c's are coefficients
and underlining indicates a vector of variables or coefficients.
The market clearing equatiun states that each zonal market is cleared
when demand plus vacancies equals st:!-J?ply.

The market adjustment equation

models the relationship between the two local market equilibrators,
price change and vacancy rate change.

This relationship is hypothesized

to depend on a set of exogenous variables.

The parameters of the non-

linear equation are estimated using two stage least squares, and are
displayed in equatiOn (7) in

~able

1.

The demand equation assumes that

zonal demand is a function of exogenous variables and of zonal price
relative to the metropolitan average price.
The coefficients of the supply equation and max:ket adjustment
equation are obtained through estimation, as shown in Table 1.
are no unknown parameters in the market clearing equation.
as unknown the demandparatneters, the

~

There

This leaves

coefficients in equation (8).

9

For the current purpose of simulating the effects of various policies or
shocks on the metropolitan and zonal housing supplies over the observed
decade 1960 to 1970 t not all of the demand parameters are needed.
is not necessary to know the coefficients

~.l

It

any variables which will not

change in the simulation.

Thus we need not know the constant a ' nor
O
any elements of the vector a if the policies or shocks change none of
2
the elements of Xl.

But it is obviously necessary to have a value for

alt the coefficient on the price change variable, since price is an
endogenous variable t likely to change in every simulation regardless of
where in the system the policy or shock initially impinges.
What is a ? It appears to be a price elasticity of demand, since it
l
expresses the responsiveness of demand to relative price change.

But

understanding just what sort of demand price elasticity it is requires
closer examination of the context in which it is used.

The demand in

question is number of housing units demanded in a geographic zone.
Although we usually believe that households' demand for housing services
responds to price, it is not as clear that their demand for housing
units does.

That is, if housing prices rise, it is expected that a

household may choose to consume less housing by moving to a smaller unit,
but not by demanding fewer housing units.

MOst households will always

demand one housing unit; only a very few households are on the margin
of doubling up (or failing to form) in the face of increasing housing
prices.

Since this model does 'not measure housing services per housing

unitt or even size or quality of housing unit, it would seem on the
basis of the above argument that no price responsiveness would be
expected.

10

demand a

~1m11~rhous~ng ~i~ ina~othe; ~qca~~o~
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area do not move
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~one

e~act1y
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where

within;,

price~ ~~ve
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together, demander response to price

can certainly be expected.

not

chan~e

in

If prices in one zone rise,

some res;Lgents will move to other zones and newcomers to the metropolitan
area who

~ght have~loc~teQ

than a pure pr;Lce e;Last;Lcity.
households are to re1at1.ve

locate in other zones; if prices here

h~re

It answers the questioI.l of hoW
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prices of closely

groups of hous;Lng un.its, the groups being
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defined.

work Which

in,ve~t;Lgates'

demand, put it refers to the elasticitY

of housing services with resPect to price.

suggest a value close to minus unity. 2 As

~ust

Some

§tudie~

mentioned, this ;Ls. not

the e1ast;LQity we are interested ;Ln using for a1 , becaUSe it mea~qres
services n.ot Units, and because ~t does not look at s~p~tit~tiQn ~ong
various tYPes of hgusing consumPtion.,
expenditures

ag~inst

which one

trag~s

on~y

at housing as a class of

off consumption of other googs.

We are interested in the long run (decade) interzonal price
of Qem8n,Q

for

hO'ijos;LfI,g unit!=!.

el~sticity
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We shall assume that for the metropolitan area as a whole, demand
for housing units is not responsive to price, at least within the range
of price change values under consideration; that is, each household in
the given metropolitan area population alw

,8

demands one unit.

The

question then becomes whether households will choose units in different
zones than'they otherwise would, when they face the local price changes
induced by the policy change or shock.

It seems likely that over the

long run, such responsiveness ought to be quite high.

In the absence of

moving costs, in fact, one might expect it to be infinite:

two otherwise

identical zones, one with higher prices than the other, ought to have
everyone moving out of the more expensive one (a process which should
bring the prices back in line before the entire evacuation has taken
place).

In fact, of course, moving is not costless and housing units in

different zones are not perfect substitutes.

It seems reasonable,

however, that the substitution price elasticity across zones should be
at least as great as the price elasticity of demand for housing services.
Since changing the amount of services consumed may often require a move
as well, people are likely to be more responsive in a substitution sense
than for housing consumption as a whole.

3

Therefore, in the simulations

which follow, minus one is used as the upper bound on the elasticity parameter.

Several parameter values are used in each simulation, and minus

one is the closest to zero in each case.
Expressing the local price change relative to the metropolitan
average price change, M, implies that if prices in this zone change in
·exact relation to metropolitan average prices, no change in local demand

12

will occur which can be attributed to the influence of price (demand
may, of course, change anyway because of changes in elements of

~l'

or

because of general growth in metropolitan demand which is Probably
expressed through a ). The inclusion of M in the demand equation is "f'
O
what ties the local housing submarkets together into a cohesive metropolitan market from the demanders' point of view.

Each zone has its

own demand, supply, market clearing and market adjustment equations
which represent the local housing market operations; and it is only
through M that signals can be transferred across zonal boundary lines.
A more detailed analysis of the demand side would probably want to
pinpoint which zones are closer substitutes for each other, rather than
using the metropolitan average as representing substitution possibilities.
To summarize the discussiGll of the demand equation to this point, it
is important to reiterate two important assumptions that have been made.
First, the total metropolitan area demand for housing units is unaffected
by the policy changes and shocks to be simulated; neither migration nor
doubling up of households are important responses in the range of
environment changes under consideration.

Second, the interzonal price

elasticity of demand for housing units is smaller (more negative) than
minus unity.

In addition, there are two other assumptions implicit in

the way equation (8) is written:

The endogenous vacancy change variable

does not affect demand independent of price, and the endogenous housing
supplies do not affect demand except through their impact on price.

A

more complete supply-demand system might want to incorporate such further interactions, but to do so for these simulations would require
making assumptions about the responsiveness of demand to these variables

4
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as well.

If higher vacancies indicate lower search costs, and increased

supplies of some units are attractive to demanders, then the direct
effects would act in the same direction as the (included) effects
through price, and little generality is

lo~t

by excluding them.

Having specified the set of structural equations and obtained parameter values for them, the next step is to specify the changes in
exogenous variables that represent the policy or shock being simulated.
This is discussed specifically for each simulation later in the paper.
A few general notes are in order at this point to clarify the approach.
Policies or shocks originating on the supply side of the model are
translated into changes in the variables appearing in the supply
equations.

The estimated coefficients are then applied to calculate

the initial local supply responses.

Shocks to housing demand are some-

what more troublesome, since the elements of the vector of exogenous
variables, xl' have not been specified, and the corresponding coefficients
(the vector a

2

in equation (8»

are unknown.

To simulate demand shocks,

t.D
assumptions are made about the direct effects of the shock on D6' given
the values of the other variables.
the value of
product

a~l

a2j(~lj)'

That is, an assumption is made about

th
where a 2j x lj is the j-,- element of the vector

- Lia2ixli; and t.x lj is the change in the specific variable

xlj caused by the shock.

The term a 2j (t.x ) tells the shift in the
lj

demand curve in quantity terms, which the change in x

lj

causes.

These

assumptions will be discussed in further detail for each simulation
individually.
The final step is to trace out the effects of such exogenous variable . ·changes on all the endogenous variables in the system.

The reduced

14

form equations provide the simpiest means of calculating the full, effect
of a change in any exogenous variable on each of the endogenous variables.
The reduced form equations are derived analytically from the set of
structural equations by solving for each endogenous variable in terms of
exogenous variab1es and the coefficients of the structural equations.
The reduced form equations for each of the endogenous variables are derived
treating M, the metropolitan average price change, as an exogenous vari- ,
able.

Then an iterative procedure of adjusting M is uSed in each simu1a-

tion to guarantee that the sum of the predicted local demands is equal to
the given

metropol~tan

total demand.

This procedure yields the value of

Mwhich equals the weighted average of the endogenous zonal price changes.
An

example of the underlying demand adjustment process which the

inclusion of Mrepresents should make the procedure clearer.
case of 1Ilit1imum. lot size zoning

'~estrictions

being iifted.

Take the
According

to the estimated coefficients in the suppiy equations, this would induce
an increase in housing suppiy in the zones which previousiy imposed such
restrictions.

However, stich increases in locai housing suppiies would

also caUse local prices to fall and vacancies to rise in those zones.
Thus the fully simulated increase in housing stock would be smailer
than that predicted simply by summing across equations (1) to (4) the
results of multiplying the relevant coefficients times the change in the
zoning variable.

Ignoring vacancies, this difference is shown in

quantity-price space in the top half of Figure 1, where the vertical
sn±ftin town!' s supply' curve a. distance q, attributable to the e'lim-' "

<

inat10n of zoningj causes a smaller change in equilibrium quantity of
(QA _ AA) <

1

0

ct, because the shift itivo11Tes movemeritaiong the iloriverd.ca1

15

s'A

QUANTITY

s '
A

town'A

PRICE

QUANTITY

town B

PRIC.E

FIGURE 1.

Zonal Demand Shift as Relative Prices Change .

. - .. -~-~ ..'--"---'--' ,.. .._----,-.- ... -._.-,..
,

.._--,---

demand curve.

This smaller (but still pOSitive) supply increase would be

predicted by the first round of reduced form calculations with the change
in the zoning variable included.

The reduced form demand equation would

show an increase in demand (in proportion to theaesumed value of a ) in
1
response to the price decrease (as represented by the difference between

Q~ and Q~ in Figure 1, which are two points on the demand curve, the
slope of which is related to a ).
1
Note; however, that the zones where the supplies were increased
show an increase in demand, but the zones which had no zoning to start
with. and hence have no change in exogenous variables in the simulation,
will show no change in any endogenous variables in the first round.
With demand increases relative to the control values in SOme zones and
demand constant in others,
demand must be exceeded.

c1e~~ly

the required total metropolitan

This ia because the end of the first round

reflects the additional attractiveness of the zones where prices
decreased, but not the fact that the other zones are thereby made
tively less attractive.

re1a~

When prices in one zOne or group of zones decline

and the others are unchanged, then the average metropolitan area price
has decreased.

This is reflected in the model by a negative increment

to the constant M (constant across zones).

It was argued earlier that if

the metropolitan average housing price decreased, the unchanged price in
anyone zone looked less attractive.

Therefore demand in that zone

decreases.
This phenomenon is represented in both panels of Figure 1.

In the

second panel, demand and supply curves are drawn in quantity-price space
for a second town in the metropolitan area, town B, which had no zoning

17

restrictions, so the initial shock had no effect.

Since the axes in

each panel represent local zonal price and zonal quantity, a decrease
in the metropolitan average price appears as a shift down in the local
demand curve:

at any zonal price, less hOL3ing is locally demanded.

The

vertical shift in the demand curve must be the same for all towns if the
price elasticity of demand, aI' is constant across zones and if the
relevant price comparison for all is the metropolitan average price
change.

But given this identical vertical demand shift (in Figure 1

~

represents the equivalent of (-aIM) if the analysis were translated into
quantity-price space), the change in equilibrium quantity (in moving
from D to D' along the supply curve SB or SA') depends on the slope of
the supply curve, which varies across zones in the metropolitan area.
(It is this different response among zones to the same shift parameter
which requires an iterative process rather than simple analysis to obtain
a solution.)

But it is clear from Figure 1 that the net result of this

process is an increase in equilibrium quantity and decrease in price in
zone A where the quantity increase originated, and a decrease in both
price and quantity in zone B.

The shift down in the demand curve in zone

A cannot more than compensate for the shift

upwa~d

in supply, given downward-

sloping demand and upward-sloping supply; that is, the net result must be
an increase in quantity.
I::::.P

Equation (8) makes this clear, since the term

a l '(P6 - M) must be positive:

:~

a

is negative and the zonal price term
l
must fall more than the SMSA average price term (M), so (:~ - M) is

negative.
After convergence is achieved, that is, demanders have chosen zones
according to the demand curves and total metropolitan demand is correct,

18

the equilibrium value of M and all the exogenous (some shocked) variable
values are used in the reduced form equations for the other six endogenous
variables~

This produces simulated va.,lues of price change, vacancy rate

change; total new construction, and single, multi-fa.mily and apartment
unit conversion-retirement for each zone, in addition to the demand
change predictions resulting from the iterative process.

The change in

total new construction is then split into structure types according to
equations (5) and (6), which mayor may not be directly affected by the
shock, depending on whether shocked variables are among those which
enter those eqUations.
It is all of these changes in housing Unit supplies by structure
type and 1IiOde of supply across the zones which are the simulation outcomes
of interest.

For ease of presentation, most of the results ate aggregated

across groups of zones and the metropolitan area

as a whole. Figure 2 is

a map shOWing the grouping of the zones into three geographic su1ni:l1ary
regions.

The emphasis is placed on the generai locational impacts of the

policies or shocks on the supply of housing.

A model of this sort, with

a simple prototypic demand equation and supply equations delineated by
structure type and mode of supply (but not unit size

01'

general quality),

cannot produce exact anSwers as to the quantifiable impacts of the policies
or shacks on residential location.

However, it can provide a valuable

insight into the fOrces at work on the supply side of the market, and
indicate the relative magnitude and direction of response to such shocks.
One of the important findings of this model is that a given policy
applied Uniformly across the metropolitan area may produce highly different
results in different parts of the metropolitan area, because the supply

FIGURE 2.

Boston metropolitan summary regions.
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responsiveness varies geographically in a systematic way.

A further

use of the full equilibrium model is to contrast its results with partial
equilibrium results often assumed for policies on the basis of models
which include only the demand or supply side of the market.

The immed-

iate effect may be very different from the full effect of the complete
set of market interactions.

2.

SIMULATED DEMAND SHOCKS

The first shock originating on the demand side to be simulated
with the full equilibrium setofequatibns is a simple locational shift
in demand due to an unknown cause.

The hypothetical situation is that

over the decade something happens which increases demands in all the
zones bordering on the -ocean by 10% over their. actual 1970 levels.

At

the same time, demands in all other zones are decreased proportionately
to reflect the preferences of some of their residents to move to the
ocean.

Such a shift could occur because demanders' tastes change or

because of some change in external conditions which makes ocean breezes
more attractive, for example, a decrease in ocean pollution or an
increase in inland air pollution or an increased reliance on sea transportation as roadways became more crowded.

The cause is not important,

because the purpose of this simulation is to clarify somewhat how the
full equilibrium simulator works in a simple context.
Thus the first round shock is a 10% increase in 1970 simulated
demand in the twenty zones which border on the ocean.

These twenty zones

contained 28% of the metropolitan housing units in 1960 and 22% of the
area's vacant land.

For the total metropolitan area 1970 population to
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remain constant, the 10% increase in ocean demand implies a 3.8% decline
in demand in the other sixty-nine zones lacking ocean frontage.

These

shifts in the demand curves of the two groups of zones then set off
rounds of price, vacancy and supply
further demand adjustment.

adjust~snt,

which feed back into

In terms of conventional supply and demand

curves, the initial shift in the demand curves causes the equilibrium
point to move along the supply curves to the new intersection, with
its associated .price and quantity.

These price changes in each zone,

;~..\.

aggregated across the metropolitan area, then cause further (equal) shifts
in each demand curve reflecting changes in relative attractiveness as
the metropolitan average price changes relative to each zonal price.
Thus the final outcome is not a 10% increase in quantity demanded along
the oceans and a 4% decrease in quantity demanded elsewhere, since that
would be the case only if prices did not change in response (supply
curves were perfectly elastic).

However, the final outcome is indeed an

increase in quantity of housing demanded in the ocean zones and a
decrease in quantity demanded in the inland zones.

The increased demand

is accommodated partly through increased supplies and partly through lower
vacancy rates, with the opposite responses to demand decreases.
The actual magnitudes of each of these adjustments depends on the
value assumed for the cross-price elasticity of demand, AI.

The simu-

lation was run with four alternative values of this parameter, -1, -2,
-3, and -5.

The more negative the chosen value, the more responsive are

demanders assumed to be to relative price changes, and hence the smaller
the price changes required to bring about any given demand adjustment.
When prices change less, supplies change less as a consequence.

That is,

~~~ ~~sponsiv~ d~~nd~rs ~r~ ass~~d

the

s~Pl'ly ~h~n$~s~

local price and

c3,iff~re11ce ~ust

spl;1ce, the

two

Th~

a

d~agr~s

~:f..venshift

with a

fi~ed

f;f;gure
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OCe~S

(m~asured

~der

quantity of

q~antity

less local housing (they move

decre~~~

of .2%.

With Al = -3, the results show
oce~

area~

zones, and a decrease of

When Al is ... 5, the outcome

even smaller, since the price changes which occur in res-

ponse to the original shifts in demand induce greater retreat.
A1

~

... ~,

dimension)

group tilke1,l asa whole is. a half percent increase, wh:lle

for the rest of the metroPolitan
ar~
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~nd
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changes.
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as, the local price rises.
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3represents~
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change Qccqr because l'eople simply

for the

the more adjustment to
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in a local demand curve

9t~er ~Qpes)

be~

show the impacts on equilibrium price

inelastic demand.

to

to

With

the inla.nd group shows an average decrease of .06% in units

demand~d,

and the ocea.n group shows an average increase of .1%; that is,

a net final increase one one-hundredth the size of
These results and

thos~

th~

original

shoc~.

for the other endogenous variables are displayed

in Table 2.
Simula.ted prices for 1970, by the same
the

Oc~an

group of

~On~S

to~en,

show an increase in
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FIGURE 3.

Demand Elasticities.

(Both diagrams have supply curves with the same slope and the same vertical
demand shift.)
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One of the reasons for report1ngthis simulation is to preview what
will be a recurring problem in understanding the results of the simulations
which follow.

SOme of the results of this demand shock are the opposite

of what would be expected, because of the negative price elasticities of
supply in some of the geographic zones of the central regiOn.

PdlicieS

or shocks simulated later will also reflect these negative central price
elasticities.

To the degree that the negative elasticity is not well

ttnderstood, or has

~

exp1artation which reflects

a phenOmenon

beyond the

bounds of this model, Borting out what part of a result is due to the
perverse elasticity and what part due to the character of the policy or
Shock will be a concern.
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FIGURE 4. The effect of a demand increase ina zone with negative price
elasticity of supply.
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For example, one explanation of the negative elasticity is that in
the "overbuilt" central areas, one response to a demand (or price)
increase is to raise the quality of the units offered on the market.

To

the degree that this is accomplished by destroying particularly bad units
and merging others to offer more services per unit, the total supply of
housing (that is, the number of housing units)' falls.

Given that explan-

ation, one can still wonder whether it is reasonable to expect that
response to all price increases, caused by a variety of shocks or policies.
The simulation model must assume that it is.

To the degree that the

econometric estimates do correctly indicate the direction of response by
suppliers, the quantity result is valid, regardless of the explanation.
That is, if suppliers respond to price increases by offering fewer
housing units (though perhaps

v~re

housing services per unit), this

decrease in quantity of units is an outcome of great interest because it
affects the possible geographic distribution of demander households, each
of whom consume one housing unit.
Energy Shortage
Analysts have recently expressed concern about how the spatial form
of

u.s.

metropolitan areas will be affected by a

long~term

like that begun with the Arab oil embargo of 1973.

energy shortage

This is a particular

concern in Boston and other New England urban areas because their dependence on imported oil makes them more vulnerable to these external
conditions.

There are several important aspects of housing in which

high energy costs or short supplies make themselves felt, including the
costs of heating and lighting homes, but most concern has centered on.,·
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the effects of the shortage on commuting patterns.

The basic literature

on urban form (Mills, Muth, Alonso) shows the locationa1 distribution of
household residences around a metropolitan center to depend largely on
comnuting costs,which help determine the

.erma of trade" between space

and accessibility in the residential location decision.

An urban area

with higher per mile commuting costs is expected to have steeper land
rent and density gradients.

That is, higher transport costs cause people

to live closer to their jobs (which, in these models, are assumed to be
in the center).
Gasoline and oil prices are affected by the current energy

i1

cr isis."

It seems likely that a substantial gasoline price increase will affect
the behavior of housing demanders, in particular, their decisions about
how much to commute.

This is to be expected because gasoline and oil
5

comprise a significant part of auto operating costs , autos are used for
6

a large fraction of urban commuting to work , and transportation expendi7

tures are an important part of ·consumer budgets.

Given a known workplace,

the decision about how much to commute becomes the residential location
decision •.
Without a demand equation which expresses how responsive demanders
are to changes in commuting costs, the energy shortage can be simulated
only by making assumptions about how demanders respond.

It might be

argued that this then assumes the outcome to be predicted, but one of the
important motivations for all these full equilibrium simulations is to
demonstrate that second round effects, in this case, supply constraints
in the face of demand shifts, are an important part of the picture, often
ignored in discussions of policy (or in this case, shock) impacts.

That
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is, even though we assume the spatial form that the first round of
responses to the energy shortage will take, the model has significant
information to contribute to p~ediction of the likely outcome.
The Btmulatipn assumes that an energy shortage·causes people's
demands for residential location to cluster more closely to job locations. 8
This case taken to the extreme, would suggest that demand for residential
locations would become exactly proportional to job locations. .That is,
a town which contained 2% of the metropolitan area's jobs would contain
2% of the metropolitan area's households.
~ctua:l"

However, considering the

disparity b'etw.een ,the spatial configuration of jobs and that of

housing, to assume perfect correspondence as the initial shock would be
a startling jolt to the system.

For example, not the worst disparity,

the town of Cambridge in 1970 had about 6.9% of the SMSA's jobs and 4.2%
of the SMSA's households.

If demands were to increase to 6.9% of metro-

politan demanders, over 23,000 more households would be trying to find
homes in Cambridge, along with the 37,000 households already there.
In addition to it being an unreasonably large shock to expect the
market to handle (or more to the point, an unreasonably large shock to
expect this model of the market to handle), there is another reason not
to assume that the energy shortage causes full proportionality of demand
to employment.

This would ignore the fact that jurisdictions are not

isolated islands but are a group of spatially contiguous entities.

One

can live just as close to some Cambridge jobs by living in the neighboring jurisdictions of Somerville, Arlington, Belmont, Watertown or
Boston, as by living in Cambridge itself.

Certainly the current residen-

tial location pattern recognizes these proximities to job locations which
disregard jurisdictional lines.

Therefore the shock simulated is a
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partial move toward proportiona1:tty with jobs. from the &"taTting point of
the actual current residential configuration.

Specifically, it is

assumed that demand curves ahift in such a way that, with current prices,
demand is 90% of .actual demand plus 10%'0 _ ;"hat demand would be, were it
proportional to j.obs.

This involves a change in zone of residence for at

least 29,000 households, about 3 1/3% of the metropolitan population (as
compared with moves by one-third of the area's households required for
full proportionality).

These initial shifts in zonal demand can be added

up for the three geographic regions.

They represent an increase of

10,200 households in the central region (8 3% increase), and decreases
of 5,600 and 4,600 in the inner and outer rings, respectively (or 2 1/4
and 1 1/2%, respectively).

The final results displayed in Table 3 show that under the assumption
At • -1, these initial shifts are turned around by the negative central

supply elasticities.

Thus the .zones in the inner and outer rings end up

with increased demand relative to the controls, and the zones in the
center .how decreases, in general.

But of·the 23 zones "over-supplied"

with jobs, hence initially more attractive, 18 do have positive final
outcomes, ranging from 10% higher final demand (and supply) to 1 1/2%
higher final demand.

Prices in all zones increase, but much more in the

zones assumed to be more attractive because of their job concentrations
than in zones moved away from initially.

The SMSA average 1970 housing

price is about 10% higher after everyone moves around, relative to the
control value.
However, when demand is assumed to be more elastic, say Al • -5,
then the reversal of the (identical) initial shock is not as complete.
Under this assumption, demanders are more responsive to price changes

'I'

Table 3
Percentage Differences Between
Energy Shortage:

Simu~ated

Outcomes and Controls for

People Try to Move Closer to Jobs

' I

1970 Total 1970 1970 IFirst Round
Supply Price Demand !Demand Shock**
I

A1 • -1 (Demand tnelastic

Employment zones*
Residential zonea
SMSA total
Central region
I1l11er rins
OUter ring

+16.8%
+ 6~:2',:
+ 9.6
+12.1
+ 7.6
+ 7.2

- .8% 'value of Al is
,+ .3
irrelevant
0
-2.1
+.8
+2.0

- .1
0
0
- .3

+ 9.0
+ .4
+ 1.5
+ 2.0
+ .9
+ 1.0

- '.1
0
0
- .3
+ .1
+ .3

- .1

+ 2.1
+ .1

0
0
0

-1.2%

+ .2
- .2
-2.3
+ .6
+1.8

1

A1. -3

Employment zones
Residential zones
SMSA total
Central.region
Inner ring
Outer ring

+ .1
+ .2

+11.6%
- 4.6
0
+ 2.9
- 2.3
- 1.6

A1 • -S (Daanci price-elaatie),
Employment zones
Residential zones
SMSA total
Central region
Inner ring
Outer ring

0

0
- .2
0

+ .1

+

.7
+ 1.1
+
+ .5

.,..

.

- .2

f

+
value of Ai is
+ .1 ' irr~levant
.~

*Zones are grouped according to the direction of the initial demand shock:
employment zones are those with a greater share of employment than ahare
of population, hence employment zones experience a demand increase;
residential zones have a greater population share than employment share
and hence experience a first round demand decrease.
**The first round shock to demand for each zone varies with the disparity
between employment share and population share. The reported figures are
weighted averages for each group.
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and hence the price changes required to bring the market to equilibrium
are smaller.

The smaller average price change implies that each local

price change is less different from the metropolitan average price
h.P

change (the term (P6 - M) in equation (8) is smaller), and many of the
zones experiencing initial declines in demand are left with final demand
below the control value as well.

The shift toward living nearer to jobs

decreases the attractiveness of some zones more than others, depending
on how job-poor they are, and hence has different first round effects on
price.

Zones where prices initially fell, of course, are more attractive

relative to the SMSA average price change.

The positive shift in demand

constant across all zones reflecting the higher average price is greater
than the initial downward shift in some job-poor zones, and less in
others, leaving some with net gains and others with losses.

Forty-one

of the 66 zones losing demanders in the initial shock end up with less
final supply than in the controls, losses ranging from .7% to virtually
zero.

Prices are down relative to the control outcome as well for most

of these zones, as is quantity demanded.

For Al

=

-3, this is closer to

thirty zones; the largest loss is about .8%.

3.

SIMULATED SUPPLY POLICIES

The first round effects of supply policies are introduced into the
model through changes in exogenous variables which enter the housing
supplyequations.

9

It is assumed that none of the supply policies

affect demand except through their effects on endogenous housing prices.
For example, the first simulation implicitly assumes that the existence
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of minimum lQt size zoning
d,irectly

~ffect~

the town's

zonin~ ~l~, hgwever~

supply and, hence

constr~~nt~

in

~

~ttractiveneaa

in.d,irectly Affect

~n attribqt~

town is not
to

de~n4era~

de~nd

Change~

which

in

through their effect

on

pt~e'~"

No Minimum Lot Size Zoning
~~eater

Zoning regulations which require residential lot sizes tq be.
than 25,000 square feet were in use in forty-five towns in the
~trPpPlitgn

ffgm

area, with the fraction of town area so restricted ranging

~~~S% ~Q lQQ%~

T~ese

~ccou~ted

forty-fiVe tQwqs

metropolitan housing stock in
~ate

~pston

19~0~

and

~9%

of the

for 24% of the

l~nd

area.

To simu-

the effects of removing all such zoning, we set to zero all obser-

vations on the variable PZ,

wh~ch mea~ures

the fraction of tpwq land

supject to minimum lot size restrictions of greater than 25,000 square
feet.
mnimum lqt

si~e

of land, which is both

zoning enters the mpdel in sever/:1.l wayS.
vac~t

&ld not subject to minimum lot

has a positive effect on total new construction.

The fraction

si~e

zoning

In addition, the

fraction of l/:1.nd, subject to minimum lot siZe zoning h/:1.s a one-for-one
effect on the single-family fraction of new construction.

Land not

subject to minimwm lot size zoning is divided among new construction
structl.p;e types on the basis of vacant land, sCl;lrcity.

Finally, minimwn

lot size zoning affects the conversion-retirement decisions of owners of
sin~le

family units, and in

single

fa~ly

units into

Particul~r,

multi-fa~ly

affects the conversion of old

units.
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The estimated coefficients in the supply equations imply that the
first round effect of removing the zoning constraint is to make more
housing units available at any given price in those zones where the constraint had applied, especially multi-family or apartment units.

Clearly

this increased supply will reduce housing prices in those zones, making
them relatively more attractive to demanders living elsewhere in the
metropolitan area.

If demanders are fairly sensitive to such changes,

demand should rise in the affected zones at the expense of the rest of the
area.
Under the assumption that A1

= -5,

(demand is fairly price-elastic),

this is exactly what the full equilibrium simulation results suggest, as
is shown in Table 4.

The final outcome is a .3% increase in metropolitan

housing supplies, concentrated in those zones where the zoning constraints
existed.

Removal of the

co~straints

yields 1% more housing in that group

of zones, and virtually no change in total supply for the rest of the
metropolitan area.

1970 prices fall in all zones, falling more, as would

be expected, where the direct supply augmentation effect occurred.

Because

of these general price declines, new construction activity is reduced in
most zones, and falls by 7 1/2% for the metropolitan area as a whole.
However, these effects of price are offset in some zones by the positive
effect on new construction of removing the zoning constraint; the net
result for 20 zones is an increase in the number of new units.

The

decline in new construction is therefore more slight for the group of
towns with zoning constraints than for all other zones taken as a group.
The policy reduces the single fraction of new units and increases the
fraction of

mu1ti~fami1y units

and apartments, both for the individual

Table 4
P~rcentag~

Differences Betweea Sfmulated, Outcomes and Controls· for Elimination of
Minimum Lot Size Restrictions

Total. 1970
Supply .
Al.

Supply
Decade New
1970 Percent. 1970
Construction. Single**
Price-

1970
Demand

= -~

(Demand inelastic)
Towns with zoning~
Other zones
SMSA total
Central region
Inner ring
Outer ring

AI =-3
Towns with zoning*
Other zones:
'SMSA total
Central region
Inner ring
Outer'ring
Al= -5 (Demand price-elastic)
Towns with zoning*·
Other zones
SHSA total
Central region
Inner ring
Outer ring

- .9%
+ .9;
+ .5
+3.3
-1.4
-1.5

-n.3%
-17.0
-14.9
-16.5
-14.3
-14.3

-3.8
-2.5
-3.0
-1.8
-2.3
-3.4·

-23.5%
-23.8
-23.8
-24.2
-23.3
-23..5

-1.4%
+ .5
0
+3.0
-1.8
-2.2

+ .9

- 2.7

+.~

-11.3

+ .3
+1.4
- .9

- 8.0
- 9.3
-10.0

-16 •.9
-16:.0
-16.2
-15.5
-16.5

+ .5
- .2
0
+1.2
-1.2

0

- 6.2

-3.3
-1.6
-2.0
-1.1
-1.7
-2.8

-l7~1

- .4

-3.2
-1.5
-1.9
-loG
-1.6
-2.8

-16.3
-15.4
-15.,6
-14'.8
-15;.9
-16"0.5

+ .7
- .2
0
+1.0
-1.2
- .2

Partial Equil:Lb·riuilj.. Supply Results
Total 1976
Decade New
1970. Percent
Supply . Cons·truction
Single**

+5.7%
0
+1.5
0
+ .2
+4.4

+20.2%
0
+ 7.7
+ .~
+ .9
+15.7

-2.0
0
- .1
- .1
- .1
-, .1
w;

-

Value of Al is irrelevant

_._ ...

+1..1

- 1.7

0

-10.9
- 7.4
- 8.7
- 9.7
- 5.4

+ .3
+1.2
- .9'·

+ .2

(]'i'

I

*Zones are. grouped according' to whether the. policy change ia applied locally or not: towns with minimum lot size zoning
res·trictions: are' assumed' to elim1n:ate. them; other zones are affected indirectly by these. changes.
**These. are. p.ercentage point di:fferen(:es.
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zones and for the metropolitan area as a whole.

(The second does not

necessarily follow from the first, since total new construction is
shifting among zones with different structure type shares.)

At the same

time, the conversion-retirement process is affected, both by the price
changes ,and the zoning relaxation.

The result is that the single-family

percent of the 1970 SMSA stock, after relaxation of minimum lot size
restrictions, is lower by two percentage points.

This decrease is larger

for the group of zones where minimum lot size restrictions applied.
Demand for housing increases where prices are relatively lower, so
the previously-zoned areas gain .7% more demanders, which is a loss of a
quarter of a percent for the rest of the metropolitan area.

Vacancies

increase almost everywhere, to take up the slack between increased supplies
and constant demand.

They increase most where supplies increase most--

where zoning was e1iminated--but also increase in the rest of the metropolitan area where demand fell relative to almost unchanged supply.
For Al
above.

= -3

or -2, the results are similar to those described

When demand is assumed to be price-inelastic (AI = -1), howevert

the results look quite different.
the previously-zoned towns.

Housing supplies and demands fall in

This strange result is produced by the nega-

tive price elasticities of supply in some of the central zones

co~ined

with the greater price changes required for market clearing in the
inelastic demand case.

The central zones with negative supply elasticities

are zones where minimum lot size zoning constraints did not apply.
However, when the constraints are loosened elsewhere and demand curves
shift inward everywhere to reflect the drop in metropolitan average prices,
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Th~~ $i~ul3tipn ex~ines
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~~act

on hQusing

~upplie$
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ava;l.ia'h1.lity of at: least 5% vacant land in eVery ?:Qne ill the lIiett0l>0l;l....
tan

al:'~3 ~s

of 1960.

In those

~ones

that did not a"ctually nave that

1Il\Jch vacant land, the government hypQthetica11y

"produ(:~s"

;l.t by lising

its l,>Q'Wer Q£ emneIlt domain to cla:f.m land not currently in reiSident;ial.
use; £01:' eutWle, land used for outdoor recreation

(l>ar~a),

or cotnI!,1erc:lal
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and industrial uses.

It is assumed that after the government has

cleared it, the new vacant land appears in the land market just as any
other vacant land would, some of it being bought and used by housing
producers.
This policy affects only the fifteen zones in which less than onetwentieth of the area was vacant at the beginning of the decade.

These

fifteen zones contain 5% of the metropolitan land area, and 31% of the
total 1960 housing stocks.

They have a 1970 gross residential density

(housing units per total acre of land) of 8.6, as compared with 1.1 for
the rest of the metropolitan area.

All but one of the affected zones

are in the central geographic region; in fact, nine are within the city
of Boston.

Taken as a group, the affected zones have almost 3% vacant

land, or roughly 900 acres vacant.

Another 600 acres are taken from non-

residential uses and added to the vacant category in this simulation.
This policy represents, in a sense, a cost reduction to housing
producers and other land users in the 15 zones applying the policy.

The

change in initial vacant acres enters the model through five of the six
supply equations, and the first round effect is an increase in the supply
of housing available at any price in these zones.
effects are shown on the right side of Table 5.)

(These first round
As these increased

housing supplies come on the market, prices in these zones should fall,
attracting increased demand from other zones.

The other zones, losing

demanders to the cost-reduced zones, should also experience falling
prices, and decreased supplies in response.
As the full equilibrium results in Table 5 indicate, that description
applies quite well to the simulation results.

When demand is quite
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price-elastic (Al

a

-5), the

15

zones to which the policy was app;lied show

an increase in new units built during the decade, while the rest of the
metropolitan area shows a decrease.
the control

results~

~rices

in all zones fall relative to

and the decrease in the decade price change variable

is greater for the zones subject to the policy.
everyWhere.

Vacancies increase

Conversion-retirement activity also responds to the change

in vacant acreage and in prices and vacancy rates.

The final outcome is

a very slight increase in total metropolitan 1970 housing stock, made up
of an increaSe of 1 l/2%·in the previously land-scarce zonee and a
d~atease

of half a

~ercent

in housing available in the zones with more

than 5% vacant land to start with.
as supply.

Final demand inoves much the same way

When demand is less price-elastic, e.g., Al = -1, the effects

are stronger, but much the

sam~.

The structure type composition of the stock in each directly-affected
zone is also altered by the policy change, since it depends on the
fraction of land vacant.

There 1s a "notch" in the equations predicting

the strUcture type shares of new construction at 5% land vacant, and
this pOlicy pushes all the affected zones into the second percent land
vacant category.

This substantially increaseS the single family shi;l:t'e of

new construction, with an offsetting decrease in the apartment fraet:t.on.
This change in the structure type composition of new units has an
effect on the structure type composition of all of the 1970 stock, as
shown in Table 5.
These simulations give some indication of the importance of vacant
land in the metropolitan housing inarket. A comparison of the supply pre'"
dictions and the full equilibrium results also reiterates the importance of

Table 5
,Percentage Differences Between Simulated Outcomes and Controls for Policy of Eminent Domain in
Areas Where Vacant Land is Scarce

Supply
Total 1970 Decade New
1970 Percent
Supply
Construction
8ingle**

1970
Price

Partial Equilibrium Supply Results
1970 Total 1970 Decade New 1970 Percent
Demand
Supply
Construction
8ingle**

(no,

(no
notch)

notch)
Al - -1 (Demand inelastic)
Zones using policy*
Other zones
SMSA total
Central region
Inner ring
Outer ring
Al ... -3
Zones using policy
Other zones
SMSA total
Central region
Inner ring
Outer ring
Al = -5 (Demand price-elastic)
Zones using policy
Other zones
SMSA total
Central region
Inner ring
Outer ring

+2.1%
- .7
+ .1
+1.9
- .5
-1.6

+4.2%
-6.3
-4.2
+1.5
-4.3
-7.3

+2.0
- .8
- .2
+1.0
- .6
- .5

-.3
-.8
-.9
-.4
-.7
-.5

-7.6%
-6.9
-7.1
-7.8
-7.0
-6.2

+2.0%
- .8
0
+1.8
- .6
-1.7

+1.7%
0
+ .5
+1.2
0
0

+10.1%
0
+ 2.0
+ 7.4
+ .3
0

+2.6
0

+ .6
+1.8
+ .1
0

+ .2
0
- .1
+ .1
0
0

....

~

.+1.6
. - .5
+ .1
+1.3
- .3
-1.2

+7.2
-4.4
-2.1
+4.4
-2.7
-5.4

-4.3
-4.5
-4.4
-4.4
-4.5
-4.4

+2.3
- .5
+ .1
+1.4
- .3
- .3

+1.6
- .6
0
+1.3
- .4
-1.3

I

Value of Al is irrelevant

+1.5
- .5
+ .1
+1.3
- .3
-1.1

+7.4
-4.3
-2.0
+4.7
-2.6
-5.3

+2.3
- .5
+ .1
+1.4
- .3
- .3

0
-.5
-.6
-.2
-.4
-.3

-3.9
-4.3
-4.2
-4.1
-4.3
-4.3

+1.5
' - .6

0
+1.2
- .4
-1.3

1

*Zones applying the eminent domain policy are those which would otherwise have less than 5% land vacant •.
**The numbers reported in these columns are percentage point differences.
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inc1udi~g

de~d con~traints

within a. 1inke4 metropolitan
New Construction
One of

SUb~id7

thepo1icie~

:\:t is thought;

the~~

R§§~,

loc~l po1ici~s

hou~ing ma~ket.

often

$~ggested

t~at

for

a11eViat:in~
t~e

~etirement

U.S. hoqs.ing

b,ui14ing of more new

this policy will increaEle new,

activity, perhaps also increase the
ip

the effect of

con~iderin~

is a subs.idy to builders to encourage

prob1~~

q.nita.

when.

conEltt:'qctio~

of old units,

bu~

result

being a 1a.rger stock of units than otherwise would have been the

Wn@

§Yb~;dy ~i,m\1:La.t~cl

here

tat~El th~

form of a -pefund to the

aUPp1ier of 10% of the total costs of the finished Unit, and hence is
~94el~4

by increasing the price perceived by suppliers of new units 10%

higheJ,:' than tne

price in ea.ch of the 89 zones.

of the financing of the sub$idy

effec~s

The first
of a

~rltet clearir~

~igher.

ro~d

a~e

Any

igpored.

supply increases attributable tobu;ldera' perceptions

price are shown on the right side of Table 6.

Not surprisingly,

s.ince more units in total are supplied at any demand price, this ,reduces
the lJ¥.lrket clearing price in every zone.
i~actfil

aFe

of the

f;lU,~h

only
~onel3

in re1at,1ve att:;:a.ctiveness set: 9:1:£ by this policy

that tPe final outcome show!=J itl,creases in new

few

~

chlJ!.ng~s

However, the f'911 eq\1iJ.,.ibrium

~ones.

Tha~

const~uct:totl,

is, the price declines are so great that in most

110% of the market clearing price is. lower

t~an

the "control"

price, or not enough higher to outweigh the negative effects
vacatl,gr
O,rq.y

.;l..~

rate~!

in

Vnqer the assumption that A1

~

of the 89 zones ,by an. average 1(; over

-5, new units

o£~ncreased
incre~~e

~heir "f~1=1:;ed" va1ue~.

in

Table 6
Percentage Differences Between Simulated Outcomes and Controls for Subsidy to New Construction

Supply
Partial Equilibrium Supply Results
Total 1970 Decade New 1970-Percent 1970
1970 Total 1970 Decade New 1970 Percent
.___ Demand
New*
Pr~~o
Supply
Construction
SupplY
Construction
New*
.:..:.==--..:::.=:=:::.
Al

Al

~

-1 (Demand inelastic)
SMSA total
Central region
Inner ring
Outer ring

= -3
SMSA total
Central region
Inner ring
Outer ring

Al

+ .2%
+1.9
- .5
-1.2

-5.7%
-6.5
-5.0
-5.8.

- .9
- .8
- .6
-1.0

-11.9%
0 %
-12.2 +1.7
-11.7
- .7
-11.4
-1.5

+ .2
+ .9

-2.4
-2.6

- .4
- .3

- 8.1
- 7.8

- .2

-2.6
-2.1

- .3

- 8.3

- .4

- .4

- 8.4

+
+
-

-2.1
-2.3
-2.4
-1.7

- .3

-

0
+ .8
- .4
- .6

= -5 (Demand price-elastic)
SMSA total
Central region
Inner ring
Outer ring

.1
.8
.2
.4

*These columns report percentage point differences.

- .3
- .3
- .3

7.7
7.4
8.0
8.1

0
+ .7
- .3
- .6

+ .8%
+ .2
+ .4
+2.0

+5.8%
+2.3
+3.1
+9.3

1

Value of Ai is irrelevant

1

+ .7
+ .2
+ .4
+1.6

~

w
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Th~ n~t m~tropo1itan outcom~~ how~ver,

is a 2% decr~as~ in n~w unit$.

This d~c1in~ is fairly uniform a~ross the geographic regions, only
slightly ~ma11er in percenta~e te~ in the outer ring than in eithet
the center or inner ring, whete the dect'ease is greatest.
The subsidy program does, however" increase the total 1970 supply
of houeing \1llits, as one would expect (a1tho\1gh only by
since demand is constant).
retirement supply.

~

small aPlount

The increase comes through conversion-

Almost 4,000 more units come out of the conversion-

tetirement process, into the 1970 stock than in the control situation, a
d@Qli~~

Qf

a ~/4%

i~

the net losS

o~

units.

These incre$ses are concen-

trated in the central area, where net convet'sion-retirement losses are
down by 14%, but also occur in the inner and
t.here by 4% and .6%, t'espectively.
~

out~r

rings, t'educing losses

The net outcome is a small increase

the mett'opo1itan a1;'es hou!i1ing eupply, predo'lllinantly concentrated in the

central region where conversiOJ;l-retirement is most i1llPo:rtant..

Supply in

the Center increases slightly, wh:i..1e the inner and outer rings ShOW small
net losses.

Since total metropolitan demand is the same in the control

and policy cases, vacancies are up in most zones, by 6% on
Vacancies rise more in the outer and

i~er

rings (15%

a~d

aver~ge.

10%,

re~pec~

tive1y) than in the center (2 1/2% inct'ease), because the cente;r's
slightly lOWer prices are more attractive to demanders.

The final

changes in demand are a small increase for the center and small decreases
for the i.nner and outer rings.
When A1 is assumed to be -1, the i1llPacts of the policy are si'llli1~r
to those reported abOVe, but mot'e sevet'e.

The decline in new units

avet'ages 6%, and the decrease in net losses through conversion-r~tirement
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averages 21%.

The net increase in total units is higher, with wider

divergence between center and outer ring changes in total units supplied.
Vacancies increase an average 9%; 5% in the center, 15% in the inner
ring, and 21% in the outer ring.

Demands, too, have shifted more.

This set of results contrasts sharply with those usually projected
for a new construction subsidy.

For example, deLeeuw and Struyk (1975) with

Ozanne and Schnare simulate a subsidy to new construction with the Urban
Institute Housing MOdel.

10

Their subsidy takes the form of a decrease of

7 1/4% in the price per unit of housing service for new dwellings.
market response they predict is an increase

~n

The

the number of new dwellings

and a corresponding increase in the number of withdrawals from the stock
(they have no vacancies).
declines more than

They also find that the price of all dwellings

the~price

of new housing, because of the excess supply

of low quality existing units.
One source of contrast between the two models is immediately obvious:
they model the subsidy as a decrease in the price faced by demanders,
whereas it is here modeled as an increase in the price received by
suppliers.

The very aggregate way in which demand is treated in

th~

model presented here makes it impossible for demanders to distinguish
among units in a zone in terms of source of supply:
()

all units within a

zone are implicitly taken to be perfect substitutes, and their prices
must move together.

Presumably in a general equilibrium context, a sub-

sidy to new construction both lowers the price to demanders and increases
returns to suppliers.

However, deLeeuw. et a1. assume perfectly elastic

new construction supply; therefore the full subsidy must be passed on to
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demanders,

d~nders

who

presu~b1y

c~n

distinguish among units

a10~g

several dimensions, including source of supply.
Des~ite

this difference in

~tho~ology,

their

find;~g th~~~+l

housing prices decline considerably is exactly analogous to the

find~ng

above •. With a 7% subsidy, they get an average price decrease of 9%;
with a 10% subsidy, the average metropolitan price decrease for the
simulations 'reported above is 8 to 12%, depending on'how price elastic
zonal

de~d

is assumed to be.

DeLeeuw et a1. have a positive price

elasticity of supply of existing units, and so find increased withdrawals
w"h.~*

in

a

new

con~truct:ion

is subsidized.

Since all new construction occurs

zone separate from changes in existing housing, they tIl8Y not be

able'to capture all the interactions among sources of supply which are
represented here by zonal

subnl'~rket

clearing.

The model here Obtained

econometric estimates Qf conversion-retirement supply elasticities which
are negative in many zones.
substitutability in

de~nd

This result combined with the assumed
of new and old units produces the increment to

supply through conversion-retirement attributed to the subsidy program.
Another "simulation" of a new construction subsidy was

c~rried

out

by Sweeney (1974) with his commodity hierarchy model of hou.sing.11 He
finds that a subsidy to a limited

n~ber

of new units at specified

quality levels will have nO effect on the equilibrium vector of

~r~ces

or supplies; subsidized units are simply substituted for unsubsidized
units.

Demanders in Sweeney's model Can distinguish units along the

~ua1itr

dimension, but not among new and old units at

a~y 1evel~

If

the E;lubsidy is extended to all units constructed atspecifie4 quality
leVels, the equilibrium price and supply vector will be affected.

If
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all quality levels at which new construction occurs are included in the
program, all housing prices may be reduced and supplies increased.
However, depending on the form of the program (e.g., subsidy increasing or decreasing with quality, the choice of a quality level below which
no subsidy is offered), some housing prices might actually increase as a
result of the program.

Sweeney points out that while his results refer

to a subsidy program, they are "applicable to any influence which changes
new construction costs.
tion wage rates:

Tax laws, land prices, lumber

p'~ices,

construc-

all could influence new construction costs'" (p. 310).

The full equilibrium results obtained here are interestingly contrasted with the first round supply effects generated by the model when
demand is ignored.

In the first round, the subsidy program increases

new units considerably, especially in the suburban regions of the metropolitan area.

When the test of demand is added to the model, making the

absorption of all the new units impossible, prices fall, towns become
relatively more or less attractive on the basis of changed prices and
demanders move around.

The net result is still more units, but not as

many more as when demand constraints are ignored, and not all from the
same source of supply as was indicated when the full price interactions
among supply types were ignored.

4.

CONCLUSIONS
What can these simulations tell us about housing markets and housing

market research?

The answers to these two questions are related.

most important single implication of these

simulat1o~s

The

is that the supply
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and demand for housing interact iri important ways, both within local
submark~ts and across them, and these interactions are likely to urider·

mine any simPle predictions we

make about policy impacts.

on the surface, we find that a partial analysis can predict the
direction (althdugh not the magnitude) of ifuPact of those policies which
shift the supply curve but predicts incorrectly the direction of quantity
response to demand shifts. 12 gowever, this result cannot be generalized,
because it is a product of the specific model assembled.

In particular,

this model has focused on obtaining a better representation of the

sUpply alae of,the

market than is generally available.

Some of the

esti1Jlatec:i parameters are ·not., in. agree~.nt with economists 'a pH.ori
exPectations.

this detailed model of housing supply is combined with a

simPle demand equation which
they db.

a~sumes

that demanders act as economists say

Thus t;ihen we shift thb supply curve, it moves along a demand

curve which satisfies the usual assumptions of good behavior, and we get
resuies in line w:l.1:h our expectations; whereas when we shift the demand
curve, it mOves along a supply curve which in some zones is es'timated
to

h~ve

To

a negative slopej so the results
the

degree

are

surprising.

that the estimated parameters capture aspects

actuai market operation, these are surprises we want to

be

of

the

aw~re bf~~arid

finding them through modeling and simulation is less costly than the
posSible surprise or disappointment in~olved in an actually impiemented
policy~

If effort were also put into econometrically estimating

disaggre~ated

a. more

and carefully-specified set of demand equations, we might

firid seine surprises in simulating supplY.shifts as weli.
The particular contribution of th:l.s research, however; :is a cl3.rfaftil

study

of

the supply side, w:l.th a focus on geographic variation in

the

,

b
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crucial supply parameters.

Many demand-based models of the housing market

implicitly or explicitly assume that housing is perfectly elastically
supplied in the long run.

This model finds that over a ten-year period,

the supply of housing is relatively unresponsive to price changes,
especially in the denser regions of the metropolitan area, but for the
metropolitan area as a whole, as well.

When this model is used to simulate

the impact of shocks which have a spatial dimension, it can provide some
valuable and interesting cautions.

For example, when we talk about an

enetgy shortage making people want to move closer to the central city, we
often forget that the supply response may inhibit such a move.

Households

do not end up living closer because price increases discourage them.

This

additional information about the supply side gives us a picture of future
urban form very different from that obtained when the geographical
shift in demand is assumed to be unhampered by.. housing supply constraints.
In spite of the general focus on supply, it is interesting to ask
what, if anything, these simulations have taught us about demand, other
than that it is important to investigate it further.

Alternative assump-

tions about A1, the price elasticity of demand, generate quite different
results.

The distribution of more and less sensible results would seem

to point toward the higher elasticities (Al = -5 rather than Al
being more reasonable.

=

-1) as

But that might be a statement about the model as

much as about the sensitivity of housing demand to relative housing prices
in a set of zones making up a metropolitan area.
It would seem that a full equilibrium model does have some insights
to add to our understanding of the evolution of metropolitan form.

While

the specific implications of the simulations presented here--as reported
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APPENDIX
Variable Definitions and Data Description
All variables are observed for the sample of eighty-nine
zones in the Boston metropolitan area.

Basic Measures of the Housing Stock
SINGLE60 (SINGLE
MULTI

60

(MULTI

)
Number of single family housing units in 1960 (1970)
70
)
Number of multifamily housing units in 1960 (1970)

70
(a multifamily unit is in a structure containing two to four

units)
APART

60

(APART

)
Number of apartment housing units in 1960 (1970) (an
70
apartment unit is in a structure containing five or more units)

TOTAL

(TOTAL )
Total number of housing units in 1960 (1970)
70
60
NEW SINGLE Number of 1970 single family housing units built since 1960
NEW MULTI

Number of 1970 multifamily housing units built since 1960

NEW APART

Number of 1970 apartment housing units built since 1960

NEW TOTAL

Total number of 1970 housing units built since 1960

CONV·SINGLE

1960 to 1970 decade change in number of single family housing

units not due to new construction (CONV SINGLE

= SINGLE70

-

)
60
1960 to 1970 decade change in number of multifamily housing

NEW SINGLE - SINGLE
CONV MULTI

units not due to new construction (CONV MULTI

= MULTI 70 -

NEW MULTI - MULTI
CONV APART

)
60
1960 to 1970 decade change in number of apartment housing

units not due to new construction (CONV APART
NEW APART - APART

60

)

= APART 70 -
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DETER
Number of housing units deteriorating in 1960
60
DETER APART
Estimate of the number of 1960 apartment units deteriorating
60
OLD SINGLE
Estimate of number of 1960 single family units built before
60
1940
OLD MULTI

Estimate of number of 1960 multifamily units built before
60
1940

Ott> APART

Estimate of number of 1960 apartment units-built before.
60
1940

UNZONED OLD

Sn~GLE60

Estimate of the number of 1960 single family units

built before 1940

~hich

are not subject to minimum lot size

zoning restrictions (UNZONED OLD SINGLE
NEW TIGHT

=UZ

• OLD SINGLE 60 )
Number of housing units built between 1960 and 1970 per

acre of vacant land :f"1itial1y·available (NEW TIGHT
VACANT ACRES
VACAN'1'60 (VAcANT

= NEW TOTAL/

)
60
Number of housing units vacant for rent or vacant

)
10
for sale in 1960 (1970)

% RENTER~OCC60

SEWER
PZ

Percent of 1960 housing units renter-occupied

The percentage of population served by public sewers

Fraction of residential and vacant land zoned for minimum lot sizes
greater than 25,000 square feet

UZ

Fraction of residential and vacant land not zoned for minimum lot,
sizes greater than 25,000 square feet (UZ

A'

Dummy variable equal to zero

~here

l!"

L 0 .... PZ)

zoning regulations prohibit apart-

ment structures, equal to one otherwise
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Land Use
TOTAL ACRES

Acres of land, total area minus acres of open water (not

dated because no jurisdictions in the sample changed area over
the study decade)
RESIDENTIAL ACRES

Acres of land in residential use
60
Acres of vacant land (forest land, woodland--not state

VACANT ACRES

60
or national forest, or orchard); agricultural uses and vacant

lots (beach--not public or commercial, crops, dairy farm,
grassland, greenhouse, livestock, nursery, open land--vacant
lots, orchard, pasture, vineyards)
MANUFACTURING ACRES

(MANUFACTURING ACRES )
60
70
manufacturing.

VACP
Vl-V7

Acres of land devoted to

= VACANT ACRES 60 !TOTAL ACRES)

Fraction of land vacant (VACP

A set of dwmny variables for ranges of value for VACP:
VI
V2

=1
=1

if VACP

<

=0

.05,

if .05 .::. VACP

<

otherwise

.1, .. 0 otherwise

V3 ... 1 if .1

<

VACP

V4 .. 1 if .2

<

VACP < .3. ... 0 otherwise

V5 ... 1 if .3

<

VACP

<

.4,

III

V6 ... 1 if .4

<

VACP

<

.5,

=0

V7

=1

i f VACP .::. .5,

<

.2, ... 0 otherwise

=0

0 otherwise
otherwise

otherwise"

Other Variables
PRICE !PRICE
Estimate of ratio of 1970 average housing unit price
70
60
to 1960 average housing unit price, for unchanged units
existing in both 1960 and 1970
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APRICE/PRICE

Percent~ge

60

(APRICE/~RICE60

OPEN

change in housing unit price 1960 to 1970

= (PRICE70!PRICE6Q )

Esti1l1:8te of ;ra,qti0J:l of

~anci

both

~

1)

v~cant a~<l

mum lot size zoning restrictions (OPEN

not

= UZ

sub~ect

to

p:dJ:li~

• VACANT ACRES

60

TOTAL ACRE;S)

POP50

(PO~60)

Population in 1950 (1960)

Delta convention
a "A"

alWays
1~79

ref~rs

ij.n4

tl? the simple arithmetic difference between the

19(i0 O~$f4;,vlft~oIl' thus

4PRICE= PRICE70

~ PRICE~O

AVACA:fIT ~ VA(lAlfr70 - VACANT60

1
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NOTES
1

For a more complete description of the supply model, see Bradbury

(1976) or see Bradbury, Engle, Irvine and Rothenberg, forthcoming, for
new construction, and Bradbury (1977a) for conversion-retirement.
2
3

See, for example, R. Muth (1970, p. 72) and M. Reid (1962, p. 381).

This assertion is made intuitively convincing if we take a simpler

example than locational groups of housing as substitutes in demand.
Consider a market for tea in which there are two brands, A and B, perfectly
elastically supplied at prices P and P •
B
A

They are not perfect substitutes

(perhaps just because of brand loyalty), but

~

both tea.

If the price

of brand A goes up, and the price of brand B is constant, we espect consumption of A to fall and consumption of B to rise.

Since they are not

perfect substitutes, total tea consumption is also likely to decrease.
However, the total consumption of (A + B) is likely to fall by considerably less than the consumption of A falls, since some users of A have .,_
have switched to B.

That is, the price elasticity of demand for tea is

closer to zero than the price elasticity of demand for one brand of tea.
The argument made in the text is that the price elasticity of demand for
housing is closer to zero than the price elasticity of demand for one sort
of housing, in this case, housing in a particular zone.
4
. ,
The demand functions developed by the M.I.T. Urban Modeling Project
(Anderson et al, (1976) and work in progress) do incorporate a more careful
'1

,

consideration of substitution possibilities.

They include two relative

price change variables in each of the. income class demand for zonal
housing equations.

The first expresses the local price change relative
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~verag~ ~rice cha~ge i~

to the

substi~utes

c:ha~g4! ~n.

overall

for

tpis

~his z9n~.

s~1=

C?f close

the set of zones considered to be

These~ond te~

reflects the

~u.bst:1t;utes ~e1ative'i~~ the

~vera~epT:1c.e change.

Tnus the substitution

avera~e ~ri~e

met;olloH,tan.

~l:ocess

into two steps: .(1) demanderfJ move within a set Qf siDlilar
resP9,m~e

to their re:i.ative prices; and. (2) mOVe

rel~tive

when

i~to

clo~e

less

is d1vi4ed

~onl!sin

siDlil~r

ZOl1es

p;ices across groups change.

'Alexandel: Ganz reports that ga~oli~e and oil account for 16.2
b~ll:1on
-;.

;, ~,

:

.

do:i.lars out of total personal consumption expenditures on user-

9.1?~;;~~~4. ~~b~ 1:ri!on/l!~o:rtl!t;:1Pn··~f $p,,~ l:>il~ion."do+~AJ;'l(!~..in. :l.~~§." .. ~~9'!!~.

r, ',"'"

30% (A~ G~nz, January 1968, p. 110, Table 28. for which the· cited sourc~
is

S\1+'\1ero,fC~:t'rent;nl1s:1nes8J1111

1967 ..

u.S.

nept. of (:01llDl.l!1:ce, Office

,

of Bustness Economics,'Washing1i:on,

D.C~)

~SeventY~n1ne ~~rcent of res~ond,ertt8 always used at1tomobile~ for the
journeY to work..
and G.
'c• .

~~n4ticks,

~d

_nother 6% someti1l1es did, in a study by J.

~.

Lansing

1967, p.40 (Table 8).

7A.....·Gan Z • (:1.968) e1t~s totai. -1966· persoual· .const11Jl.Ption ei1tPenditures

of 465 billion do:i.lars; hence user operated urban t;ansportation is 12%
of the total.
8th,ere 1I11ght also be s0m.«! ,"ong r1.11\ eha~ge in the geO$ra~h:LC:'
dist~ib~t~o.n

is

lJ.~t

of jobs

~s

a result of the energy shortage.

This

PQ~sibilit~

eOllsip,e:re4 lleI'e.

9$ee Br~dbur:r (1917b) for a 1Ilote eo1liPlet~.4eser:tption of p9-ttial
equ:llil:!ti\l1l1 supply-aide-only simulation

resul~s.

lQ:F~ <:t.I.eeuwa~d·R. J. Sttuyk (l915)~· nte reSUlts s~riz.d. here
are largely frompp. 141-147 ..

57
11
J. L. Sweeney (1974).

The policy results described here

a~e

largely

drawn from pp. 309-311.
12

The new construction subsidy is a supply-side policy for which we

did not correctly predict the direction of impact.

However, it is not a

policy which simply shifts the supply curve in price-quantity space.

The

subsidy opens a wedge between the supply prices for the two basic sources
of supply, and therefore has more complicated effects in the full equilibrium situation than could be predicted with the partial equilibrium
approach.
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